
COP4020 Homework 3 (due date: October 7, 2002)

1. Write new Scheme functions named det, noun, verb, and adj that take a list and return
the remaining list of elements (i.e. cdr of the list) that follow the first word (i.e. car of
the list) if that word can be classified as a determiner, noun, verb, or adjective, respec-
tively. The functions should return #f when a list does not start with a word that can be
classified or when the list is empty. Note that #f is identical to the empty list (). You
may assume that the vocabulary is limited to the words: a, an, the, apple, car, dog,
road, eats, occupies, rides, walks, hairy, hot, red. Hint: you can use the det?,
noun?, verb?, and adj? functions of the homework 2 exercises to implement each of the
four functions. Save you Scheme source in the file named homework3.scm. Login with ssh to
linprog2.cs.fsu.edu and type ’scheme’. Always test your Scheme functions. For example:

1 ]=> (load "homework3")
2 ]=> (det ’(a dog))
;Value: (dog)
3 ]=> (det ’(red car))
;Value: ()
3 ]=> (adj ’(red car))
;Value: (car)

2. Consider the grammar production

〈simple-sentence〉 ::= 〈det〉 〈noun〉

We can implement this rule in Scheme as a function that takes a list of words and returns
the list that remains after parsing the determiner and noun:

(define simple-sentence
(lambda (word-list)
(letrec
((next-word-list (det word-list))) ; next-word-list is the list after det
(noun next-word-list) ; apply noun to next-word-list
)

)
)

To test this function with input, we enter a sentence as a list of words terminated with a
special symbol, e.g. a single $:

1 ]=> (load "homework3")
2 ]=> (simple-sentence ’(a dog $))
;Value: ($)
3 ]=> (simple-sentence ’(red dog $))
;Value: ()

If the sentence is grammatically correct, the remaining $ in the list is returned. If the sentence
is incorrect, () (i.e. false) is returned. Hence, “a dog” is a valid sentence while “dog” is not.
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We can also include optional constructs in a grammar, e.g.

〈simple-sentence〉 ::= [ 〈det〉 ] 〈noun〉

(define simple-sentence
(lambda (word-list)
(letrec
((next-word-list (det word-list))) ; next-word-list is the list after det
(if
(null? next-word-list) ; next-word-list=() if word-list does not start with det
(noun word-list) ; then apply noun to word-list
(noun next-word-list) ; else apply noun to next-word-list
)
)
)

)

And try it out:

1 ]=> (load "homework3")
2 ]=> (simple-sentence ’(a dog $))
; Value: ($)
3 ]=> (simple-sentence ’(dog $))
;Value: ($)

Hence, “a dog” and “dog” are valid simple sentences.

The assignment is to write Scheme functions for the following grammar productions:

〈sentence〉 ::= 〈noun-phrase〉 〈verb-phrase〉
〈noun-phrase〉 ::= [ 〈det〉 ] 〈noun-phrase2〉
〈noun-phrase2〉 ::= 〈adj〉 〈noun-phrase2〉
〈noun-phrase2〉 ::= 〈noun〉
〈verb-phrase〉 ::= 〈verb〉 [ 〈noun-phrase〉 ]

Example:

1 ]=> (load "homework3")
2 ]=> (sentence ’(a red dog rides the hot car $))
; Value: ($)
3 ]=> (sentence ’(a rides car $))
; Value: ()

Make sure you test your Scheme code before submitting.

Submit your homework3.scm file with the Scheme functions to engelen@cs.fsu.edu.
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